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Spontaneous photon bursts are observed in the output collected from a mesoscale semiconductor-
based laser near the lasing threshold. Their appearence is compared to predictions obtained from
Laser Rate Equations and from a Stochastic Laser Simulator. While the latter is capable of pre-
dicting the observed large photon bursts, the photon numbers computed by the former produces
a noisy trace well below the experimentally detectable limit. We explain the discrepancy between
the two approaches on the basis of an incorrect accounting of the onset of stimulated emission by
the Rate Equations, which instead are capable of complementing the physical description through
topological considerations.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The steady-state nanolaser response, i.e., the S-shaped
emission curve (in double-logarithmic scale) as a function
of energy supplied, is a general feature which has been
predicted a long time ago and which is consistently ob-
served on all devices. The averaging process, on which
this characteristic curve rests, hides, however, the de-
tails of the interaction and poses questions for which def-
inite answers have remained elusive for nearly 40 years.
These questions are mainly fundamental, but carry pon-
derous applicative weight, since the smooth character of
the transition between the incoherent and the coherent
emission regimes – all the more so as the laser cavity
volume is reduced – prevents a clear identification of
the laser threshold: the pump value at which the emis-
sion is characterized by fully Poissonian statistics. The
latter is a crucial feature not only in a proper descrip-
tion of lasing, but also for the practical use of a device,
since photon coherence is required to obtain proper in-
terference. Since most optically-based logical operations
are nowadays conducted interferometrically (microrings,
Mach-Zehnder interferometers, etc.), the potential use of
nanolasers as light sources for optical interconnects and
all-optical circuits [1–5] heavily rests on their coherence
properties: a nanolaser emitting only partially coherent
light would produce poor contrast in the logical opera-
tions and therefore noisy results.
While it is on one hand possible to obtain (fully, or
nearly fully) coherent emission by suitably increasing the
pump – at least from nanolasers which can withstand
strong pump rates –, on the other hand two difficulties
accompany this choice: 1. the larger the pump, the larger
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the amount of energy needed (thus larger costs), and the
larger the amount of deposited heat – a feature which is
definitely adversarial to large-scale component integra-
tion –; 2. the device lifetime may be affected by the
stress imposed by the large pump (current) and by the
ensuing thermal load.
At the present time, direct measurements on
nanolasers are limited to photon counting – thus to sta-
tistical information –, with the exception of signals ac-
quired by Transition Edge Detectors which can provide
a response linearly proportional to the impinging photon
flux [6] (but with bandwidth insufficient to resolve the
temporal dynamics). Thus, the interpretation of the co-
incidence measurements, translated into correlation func-
tions, requires a good theoretical model describing laser
operation in the threshold region. In spite of considerable
efforts, and remarkable successes, in obtaining theoretical
descriptions which gain in sophistication either through
detailed microscopic modeling [7–13], or through the cap-
ture of the relevant physical features with phenomenolog-
ical approaches [14–17] – including hybrid microscopic-
dynamical descriptions [18, 19] –, a complete representa-
tion of the interactions of photons with the gain medium
at threshold is still missing. One particular feature,
which we think holds an important key for understanding
the physics of lasing onset, is the transition from sponta-
neous into stimulated emission. Experimental measure-
ments [20] conducted on mesoscale devices [21, 22] have
shown the existence of a self-pulsing regime which pre-
cedes the onset of coherent emission, where photon bursts
are recorded over time scales of the order of a nanosecond.
The self-pulsing mechanism highlights the interaction be-
tween the slow energy reservoir (lasing medium) and the
fast-reacting photons in the pump range where fluctua-
tions play a crucial role. However, fluctuations are not
the sole cause of the observations, since the nature of the
interaction and the memory introduced by the slow car-
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2riers [23] are an essential ingredients which differentiate
class B (in this case semiconductor-based devices) from
the simpler class A lasers [24].
The purpose of this paper is to understand the gen-
eration of photon bursts observed in the emission of
mesoscale lasers (where the fraction of spontaneous emis-
sion coupled into the lasing mode is β ≈ 10−4) below the
coherent emission threshold.
II. BACKGROUND
The central point of this paper is based on the exper-
imental observation of bursts and on the interpretation
of their origin. In this section we introduce the neces-
sary elements which lead to the observations, by giving
a basic overview of the experiment (Section II A), and of
the modeling tools which we use for the interpretation
(Section II B).
A. Experiment and relevant observations
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1 and con-
sists of a commercial Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting
Laser (VCSEL – Thorlabs VCSEL-980) with nominal
threshold current ith,n = 2.2mA (maximum possible
value 3mA [25]), mounted on a TEC module (Thor-
labs TCLDM9) which allows for temperature stabiliza-
tion from an external source. The estimated fraction
of spontaneous emission coupled into the lasing mode is
β ≈ 10−4 for this device (cf. Supplementary Informa-
tion section in [20]). The nominal threshold is the one
specified by the manufacturer as the minimum supplied
current for correct, coherent operation of the device as a
2.5GHz telecommunication emitter. The pump range we
investigate is well below this nominal threshold.
The pump current is provided by a commercial DC
power supply (Thorlabs LDC200VCSEL) with resolution
1 µA and accuracy± 20 µA. The current drift at constant
ambient temperature is less than 1µA over 30 minutes
with low noise and ripple (both are < 1.5µA – manufac-
turer’s specifications [26]). The active temperature sta-
bilization comes from a home-built apparatus, capable of
stabilizing to better than 0.1◦C. In the current range in-
vestigated, the laser emits on a single linear polarization,
devoid of switching.
The signal output is passed through an isolation stage
and impinges onto a fast amplified photo-detector (Thor-
labs PDA8GS, electrical bandwidth 9.5GHz) through a
multimode optical fibre (diameter df = 62.5µm). The
electrical signal is digitized by a LeCroy wave master
8600A oscilloscope (6GHz analogue bandwidth, typically
1× 106 sampled points). All measurements are taken at
a sampling rate τ−1s = 10GHz.
The detector is supplied by a DC 12V battery, rather
than by the power supply provided by the Manufacturer,
to reduce the influence of electrical noise. Special care
FIG. 1: Experimental set-up. S and T denote the current-
stabilized power supply and the temperature controller, re-
spectively. L stands for the laser in its Thorlabs mount. C
& I represent the collimator and isolation elements; the latter
prevents re-injection of the emitted photons into the laser.
D stands for the detector, while O and PC denote the fast
oscilloscope and the computer in which the data are stored.
is taken to minimize all external electrical noise sources,
thus the leads carrying the DC current from the battery
to the detector are shielded and grounded. Ground loops
are avoided in the detection section and a single high
quality ground is used for the whole electrical acquisi-
tion chain. Nonetheless, some residual electrical noise
is present particularly with spectral components around
3 GHz.
FIG. 2: Temporal micro-VCSEL emission measured in the
transition region between incoherent and coherent emission,
as in [20]. A positive electrical offset, due to the detection
apparatus, is present.
Measurements taken at the onset of emission show ir-
regular photon bursts, with variable amplitude and tem-
poral spacing (Fig. 2); additional experimental details are
available in [20]. Similar phenomena have been observed
in somewhat larger VCSELs with two polarized emission
3modes and have been attributed to competition between
the two polarizations [27], a phenomenon more recently
observed in micro-pillars [6] and also in coupled photonic
crystal cavities [28]. However, in the experiment from
which the figure is taken, the second polarization mode
is suppressed by at least 20dB, thus rendering the dy-
namics essentially single mode.
B. Modelling
In the following we are going to use two different mod-
elling approaches, one based on the standard Rate Equa-
tions (REs) which use a differential representation of the
matter-field interaction [29], the other one fully stochas-
tic, based on a recently introduced Stochastic Laser Sim-
ulator (SLS) [30]. The latter is based on the semi-
classical description of emitter-photon exchanges (where
emitter stands for any two-level quantum source) de-
scribed in Einstein’s seminal paper on radiation the-
ory [31]. In the SLS all processes are considered to be
fully stochastic and the exchanges (photon creation, an-
nihilation or transmission through the cavity mirror, as
well as emitter dis/excitations) are counted by discrete
integer numbers [32]. The main features of this descrip-
tion, necessary for our discussion, are later highlighted in
this subsection.
The REs, which have been successfully describing
semiconductor laser dynamics for decades, describe the
interaction between the real variables: photon and carrier
numbers. The real-number representation is justified by
the small variations which arise by the addition or sub-
traction, from the photon and carrier variables, of one (or
a few) units compared to their respective large average
values [29]:
n˙ = −Γcn+ βγN(n+ 1) + Fph(t) , (1)
N˙ = R− βγNn− γN + Fc(t) . (2)
Here n and N represent the photon and carrier number
(or population inversion), respectively, Γc and γ are the
relaxation rates for the intra-cavity photons and for the
population inversion, respectively, R is the pump rate
and β has been previously defined. This set of REs in-
cludes the average contribution of the spontaneous emis-
sion to the number of coherent photons in the cavity
mode through the term βγN (eq. (1)). The Langevin
noise terms, reworked from [29], read:
Fph =
√
2
(√
FnnGa(0, 1) +
√
FnNGb(0, 1)
)
, (3)
Fc =
√
2
(√
FNnGc(0, 1) +
√
FNNGd(0, 1)
)
. (4)
Gj(0, 1)’s are independent Gaussian processes (Gj 6= Gk,
j 6= k) with zero average and unity variance and
Fnn = 2βγN(n+ 1) (5)
FnN = FNn = −βγN (n+ 1) (6)
FNN = R+ γN + βγNn (7)
are the δ-correlated noise contributions [29] computed
following the McCumber approach [33].
The equilibrium values of the two variables, as directly
obtained from eqs. (1,2), read:
n =

(
C − 1
2
)
+
√(
C − 1
2
)2
+ βC
β−1 , (8)
N =
Γc
βγ
C
1 + βn
, (9)
C =
R
Rth
, (10)
Rth =
Γc
β
, (11)
where the over-strike represents equilibrium.
The fully stochastic approach rests on the definition
of the interaction processes as discrete recurrence rela-
tions where a probability of occurrence is assigned to
each event with Poisson statistics. Calling M the num-
ber of excited emitters, s the number of photons (present
in the lasing mode) which stem from a stimulated emis-
sion process, r the photons on-axis (lasing mode) whose
origin is a spontaneous relaxation and ro all other pho-
tons spontaneously emitted into all other electromagnetic
cavity modes, we end up with the following recurrence re-
lations [30]:
Mq+1 = Mq +MP −Md − Es , (12)
sq+1 = sq + Es − Ls + ssp , (13)
rq+1 = rq +DL − Lr − ssp , (14)
ro,q+1 = ro,q + (Md −DL)− Lo , (15)
where MP represents the pumping process (proportional
to the pump rate), Md the spontaneous relaxation pro-
cesses, which reduce the population inversion M , with
branching into the lasing mode (represented by DL) or
into all other electromagnetic cavity modes (collectively
represented by Md − DL), Es stands for the stimulated
emission process which, proportional to the product of
Mq and sq, depletes M , Ls and Lr account for the leak-
age through the output coupler of stimulated and on-
axis spontaneous photons – respectively – probabilisti-
cally described through the photon lifetime Γ−1c , and ssp
describes the seeding process which starts the first stim-
ulated emission process, as explained in detail in sec-
tion V. Lo represents the losses for the off-axis fraction
of the spontaneous photons (laterally) exiting the cavity
volume with lifetime Γ−1o , similarly to Ls,r. All processes
are probabilistic and follow Poisson statistics.
Technical details on the numerical implementation of
the scheme can be found in [30], where it is noted that
Poisson processes can be approximated as Binomial Dis-
tributions in the limit of small arguments (necessary
also for the additivity of the distributions), often with
some advantages in computing time. The time step over
which each process is estimated needs to be adjusted to
4satisfy additivity, i.e., the argument must remain suf-
ficiently small (in practice of the order of 0.1), thus the
numerical scheme must be accordingly organized. A time
τ = 2× 10−15s is a good starting choice.
The advantage of the fully stochastic scheme is that
it naturally and properly accounts for the discreteness of
each interaction and for its intrinsic randomness, unlike
the RE approach, which is typically based on a Langevin
noise description, with the accompanying hypotheses and
shortfalls [34, 35]. It is, however, important to stress
the fact that both descriptions are based on the same
fundamental physical processes. While the REs can be
derived from Maxwell-Bloch equations when the polar-
ization variable can be adiabatically eliminated [36], they
can also be phenomenologically written [29] starting from
Einstein’s semi-classical foundations [31]. As a result, the
two approaches share the same basic description, differ-
ing only in the way of describing some details of the inter-
action. In other words, the phase space topology [37, 38]
is the same for the two models and the information that
it provides holds for the interpretation of both (cf. sec-
tion IV). The same understanding about the common
origin of the two modeling approaches explains the va-
lidity of analytical predictions obtained from the REs
(e.g., in the statistical indicators) in agreement with the
numerical results obtained from the SLS [35], while the
numerics obtained directly from the REs fail.
III. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND
MODEL PREDICTIONS
Fig. 3 compares the expected laser emission computed
with two different schemes. Panel (a) shows the photon
flux predicted by the SLS using a detector with band-
pass equivalent to that of the experiment, for a pump
value equal to the nominal threshold, which satisfacto-
rily matches the experimental result of Fig. 2. The emis-
sion takes the form of large pulses over an extremely low
background mostly constituted of spontaneous photons.
The horizontal darker line corresponds to the minimal
photon flux which can be detected by the experimental
apparatus: the detector is not sufficiently sensitive to
give a visible signal for photon number values below this
line. The shaded area corresponds to the electrical noise
band of the detection chain, including noise and long-
terms fluctuations: signals below this area are entirely
masked, while those whose peak falls into the band can
be at times recognized, depending on the details of the
instantaneous detection noise.
Fig. 3b shows the photon flux predicted by the REs
with Langevin noise (eqs. (1,2)), for the same pump value
used for the SLS. The scale is chosen as in Fig. 3a to
allow for a direct comparison of the predictions: the
signal is well below the detection limits and does not
show the features (peaks) observed in Fig. 2. It is im-
portant to notice that the averages for the two numer-
ical predictions are compatible with each other, since
〈r + s〉 = (0.1 ± 0.3) × 103 photons from the SLS, while
〈n〉 = (0.14±0.08)×103 photons computed from the REs.
On the other hand, the relative standard deviations are
quite different: σSS〈r+s〉 = 3, while
σRE
〈nRE〉 ≈ 0.6, in agree-
ment with the visual information. The prediction from
the SLS gives extremely large spikes over a negligible
background, while the one from the REs correspond to a
standard noisy signal. It is also interesting to notice that
the average power corresponding to the average photon
flux (here computed on ∆t = 0.1ns, in agreement with
the experimental detection bandwidth) is P ≈ 0.1µW ,
one order of magnitude below the experimental detec-
tion capabilities, while the peaks observed in Fig. 3a, up
to 30 times larger, are perfectly compatible with the ob-
servations (cf. Fig. 2). While the previous discussion
analyses the results obtained from devices with a specific
cavity volume (corresponding to β ≈ 10−4), similar ob-
servations have been obtained with larger β values [39],
thus proving the generic nature of the behaviour.
A. Contradictions
The reported behaviour jars with several aspects of the
commonly accepted laser features, partly due to modeling
issues, which we later examine, partly because several
fundamental laser characteristics have been studied for
devices which belong to the dynamical Class A [24, 40].
The transition through threshold has been thoroughly
investigated experimentally in He-Ne and dye lasers [41–
45], both macroscopic Class A devices. The main finding
is that the transition takes place through steps which lead
from a predominantly incoherent to an, eventually, fully
coherent emission, representable as a statistical mixture
of spontaneous and stimulated photons whose average
number progresses towards a predominance of the latter
species as the device approaches lasing [46].
The laser transition in class A macroscopic devices
can be assimilated to a thermodynamic phase transi-
tion [47, 48], but as the cavity volume decreases the na-
ture of the transition changes even in the simplest (class
A) devices [49], with the β = 1 limit presenting perfect
coherent emission for all pump values: the threshold has
entirely disappeared. This feature corresponds to the
threshold-less laser whose existence had been postulated
long ago [50, 51] and which has opened many questions on
the transition to coherence in Class B devices [21, 52, 53],
dominated by semiconductor-based systems where the
slower carriers maintain memory of the temporal evo-
lution over the faster-relaxing photons. For this class of
systems, to which the devices used in our current investi-
gation belong, the statistical properties of the radiation
had been originally studied at the macroscopic scale [54–
56], later leading to investigations in solid-state micro-
devices [57–59] whose behaviour was found in excellent
5FIG. 3: (a): total photon output (spontaneous, r, plus stimulated, s) predicted by the SLS for pump equal to its threshold
value, C = 1 (eq. (10)). (b): total photon output (n) predicted by the REs for C = 1. The shaded area corresponds to the
detection limit (darker central line) and covers the electronic noise interval which corresponds to the slow oscillations of Fig. 2:
the area where background noise oscillates and reveals possible small peaks. The dashed area below the band represents the
photon range which is entirely masked by noise. The entirely different temporal trajectories imply that while the photon bursts
predicted by the SLS are compatible with experimental observations (cf. Fig. 2), the photon flux computed by the REs is never
observable. Here and in the following figures we report intracavity photon numbers.
agreement with the macroscopic theoretical predictions.
In all the preceding cases, the transition from incoher-
ent to coherent emission appears to occur in agreement
with known models, which exclude the possibility for the
dynamical photon bursts on which we report here. These
bursts are responsible, among others, for the failure of
the macroscopic class B photon statistics in describing
the threshold transition [39] and are incompatible with
the RE description, as shown in Fig. 3. What is therefore
the origin of these spontaneous photon spikes?
In the double-logarithmic representation of the aver-
age photon number emitted by the laser as a function
of pump rate (see, as an example, Fig. 7, discussed in
section V), the region connecting the below-threshold
straight-line response to the corresponding one above
threshold is commonly called the Amplified Spontaneous
Emission (ASE) region thanks to a somewhat loose vi-
sual analogy of the observations (Fig. 2) with those which
stem from ASE [60, 61]. In spite of these similari-
ties, the analogy is however misleading. ASE requires
very large gain factors (O(103)cm−1) which are matched
in Quantum Well-based VCSELs (gain is estimated at
≈ 103cm−1 [29]), but it also takes place over nonneg-
ligible propagation distances. It is not uncommon for
the latter to be of the order of a few centimetres (in
solids) or meters (in gases). The gain region in a VC-
SEL is <∼ 10nm, thereby leading to negligible single-pass
amplification. The very low single-pass amplification is
indeed the reason for the need for high reflectivity Bragg
mirrors, which recycle intra-cavity photons up to O(103)
times before the photon’s escape probability from the
cavity becomes sizeable. Since the same medium is re-
peatedly visited by the circulating photons during their
multiple cavity round-trips, it is not possible to assimilate
the pulse formation to the one observed in ASE, where
the pulse amplification stems from the full and instanta-
neous depletion of the local inversion by the advancing
optical field.
A more suitable analogy to describe this regime is laser
gain-switching (or, more properly, pump-switching).
However, at this stage this remains a simple pictorial
analogy since the observation of photon bursts cannot be
due to changes in the pump, since the short-term pump
stability is ∆i  10−2i in our experiment ([20] and in
its accompanying Supplementary Information section).
Nonetheless, a simplified analysis based on REs can show
that if the carrier number is temporarily driven above
the threshold value then a pulse will ensue, and that it
is possible to predict both the typical duration of a pulse
and a maximum repetition rate (devoid of regularity, in
agreement with the experiment) with quantitative val-
ues in good agreement with the observations [62]. The
analysis of section IV gives a sounder foundation to these
considerations and supports the more detailed stochastic
predictions.
IV. TOPOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Even though the REs cannot predict the dynamics of
small lasers, the information they can provide about the
topology of the phase space holds for devices at all scales
(as is the case for the analytically derived noise proper-
ties [35]). We can therefore resort to the stability analysis
in the region of interest, i.e., C < 1, setting
6d
dt
(
ν
µ
)
= S
(
ν
µ
)
(16)
S =
(
βγN − Γc − λ βγ(n+ 1)
−βγN −γ − βγn− λ
)
(17)
where we have defined the perturbations
n(t) = n+ νeλt , (18)
N(t) = N + µeλt , (19)
with the steady states for the photon and carrier number
denoted by the overlines.
FIG. 4: Eigenvalues of the REs for γ = 109s−1, Γc = 1011s−1
and β = 10−4 in the below-threshold region as a function of
normalized pump C: the solid line (black online) corresponds
to λ1, the dashed one (red online) to λ2.
The eigenvalues in the region 0.8 ≤ C ≤ 0.98 are shown
in Fig. 4. Both are negative, indicating that the below-
threshold solution is stable, but the contraction is much
stronger (rate λ2  0) along one directly than in the
other, since λ1 remains all the time much closer to 0.
In addition, the eigenvalues are real, thus showing that
relaxation along the two eigendirections occurs monoton-
ically.
The eigenvectors identify the directions along which
the contracting dynamics, identified by the two eigen-
values, develops. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the two
normalized components of the eigenvector V1 correspond-
ing to λ1: the solid line (black online) shows the photon
component of the eigenvector, while the dashed one (red
online) gives the carrier component to which 1 has been
added (it would be too close to −1 to display both com-
ponents on the same graph with enough resolution). This
eigenvector is practically entirely aligned along the car-
rier variableN in the negative direction, while the photon
component remains negligible even at the largest pump
value V1,ph(C = 0.98) ≈ −0.0043. Thus, we conclude
FIG. 5: Eigenvector components of V1 (corresponding to
λ1): solid line (black online) represents the amplitude of the
photon component, while the dashed line (red online) that of
the carrier one, to which 1 has been added: this component
is very close to −1 over the whole displayed pump interval.
that the slow contraction (rate λ1) occurs (almost) ex-
clusively in the direction of the carriers variable in the
plane. In other words, a perturbation of the carriers will
slowly relax towards its equilibrium value without affect-
ing the photon number.
FIG. 6: Eigenvector components of V2 (corresponding to
λ2): the solid line (black online) represents the amplitude of
the photon component, while the dashed line (red online) that
of the carrier one. The amplitude of the photon component
at C = 0.98 is approximately a factor 2 larger (in modulus)
than the one of V1; thus – even though larger than for V1 –, it
remains negligible compared to the carrier component close
to threshold.
Fig. 6 shows the equivalent components for the more
strongly contracting eigendirection, with the same con-
7ventions for the lines. Sufficiently far from threshold
(C = 0.8) the photon component of V2 amounts to ap-
proximately 20% of the amplitude, but the ratio becomes
only slightly larger than the one of V1 (by only a factor
2) at C = 0.98.
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors give precious indications
for the description of threshold dynamics. Far below
threshold (i.e., here C = 0.8) one eigenvalue, λ2, relaxes
very quickly to its equilibrium solution (twenty times
faster than λ1 and only five times slower than the cav-
ity decay rate Γc). At this pump value the contracting
direction is oriented for 20% in the photon component,
in other words, V2 forms an angle ≈ 0.2rad with the N
variable. This angle becomes almost entirely negligible
(O(10−2)rad) close to threshold. For V1 the alignment
with the carrier direction is nearly stable throughout the
whole pump interval, the largest deviation occurring at
C = 0.98 when the angle with N is O(10−3)rad.
The consequence of this analysis is that the eigendirec-
tions are mostly aligned with the carrier direction over
the whole pump interval, below threshold, while the pho-
ton direction plays only a minor role. This is physically
understandable, since below threshold the only photon
contribution comes from the spontaneous emission, while
the energy is always stored in the carrier variable N . In
particular, the least stable direction V1, corresponding to
the rate λ1, is “strictly” aligned with the carriers. Thus,
if we picture a fluctuation in the carrier number away
from threshold, it will converge back relatively rapidly
along V2 (where a photon component exists) and then
will continue evolving slowly along V1 without any conse-
quence on the photon number n. This picture translates
the fact that the carriers are the slow variable which carry
the memory throughout the time evolution, while pho-
tons reacts very quickly. Above threshold, i.e., when the
two variables are coupled, there is an interchange of en-
ergy which manifests itself in the form of the so-called re-
laxation oscillations [29], but below threshold this mech-
anism is missing due to the lack of stimulated emission:
the photon number hardly feels the consequence of a fluc-
tuation.
Below threshold the carrier number in a Quantum Well
laser is still sizeable; for our device with β ≈ 10−4 and
normalized pump 0.8 <∼ C <∼ 1 it can be estimated from
the REs (eq. (9)) to be of the order of 106. Assum-
ing Poisson statistics, fluctuations ∆N <∼ 103 are com-
mon. Naively, one would expect to find an equivalent
amount of photon fluctuations, which, instead, have a
much smaller amplitude, even though their relative con-
tribution is much larger than the average photon number(
〈∆n〉
〈n〉 > 1 , contrary to what happens for the carrier fluc-
tuations where 〈∆N〉〈N〉  1
)
. The preceding topological
considerations help understand this fact: the nearly per-
fect alignment of the most unstable eigendirection with
its carrier component implies that there is only an ex-
tremely small projection (<∼ 10−3) – which can be trans-
lated into a corresponding probability – onto the photon
component. In other words, fluctuations in the carrier
number can occur without almost any influence onto the
photon number.
If we now consider the slow dynamics of the carrier
number, we find that it is possible to accumulate a large
excess of carriers, due to the unlikely transfer of the fluc-
tuation onto the photon number. However, when a large
carrier excess takes place and coupling to the radiation
field occurs, then the conditions match those normally en-
countered in the so-called gain-switching, where a large
excess of population is suddenly discharged into the pho-
ton field [63]. At variance with the driven switching pro-
cess (e.g., through pump modulation), where the ampli-
tude of the fluctuation can be directly related to the delay
time for pulse buildup [64, 65], the process in this case is
spontaneous. The common point, however, is the appear-
ance of photon bursts emitted from the cavity, in place of
a continuous, albeit noisy, flow predicted by the REs and
expected from the traditional threshold considerations.
From an analysis based on REs it is, however, possible
to obtain estimates of the buildup times to be expected.
By imposing a steady growth in the carrier number N
through an above-threshold pump fluctuation, it is pos-
sible to obtain, through suitably approximated analytical
calculations, an estimate of the shortest possible rate at
which spontaneous pulsing may occur [62]. Comparison
with experimentally measured radio-frequency (rf) power
spectra in devices of the kind discussed here shows that
the high-frequency spectral cutoff is quantitative agree-
ment with the estimated rates [62]. Thus, from the REs
we can obtain several quantitative indicators which illus-
trate the basic physical phenomena responsible for the
photon bursts, once the physical mechanisms are postu-
lated. This is the first set of missing physical elements ex-
plaining the failure to predict spikes which compound the
improper description of noise (only high-frequency [34]
and small-amplitude Langevin components), instead of
properly accounting for the discreteness of the emission
and interaction processes [35]. An additional, crucial,
element will be discussed in section V.
We can close this section by remarking that the mixing
that the RE description operates on the origin of photons
(thus on their degree of coherence) requires an effort of
interpretation in handling the information that is derived
from it. For instance, the eigenvector analysis, which has
just shown its usefulness in explaining the possible origin
of photon bursts, mixes the spontaneous, on-axis pho-
tons which correspond to the eigenvalues (and eigenvec-
tors) with the coherent photons which are emitted in a
burst. The weakness of the coupling of the electromag-
netic field below threshold corresponds to the fact that
spontaneous photons exert negligible influence onto the
energy reservoir (carriers), since they simply play the role
of a rejection channel for the energy stored in the popula-
tion. The coupling strength immediately changes as soon
as stimulated emission takes over (in the bilinear term of
the REs – eqs.(1,2) – or in the Es term of the SLS –
eqs. (12,13)). Seen in this light, the abrupt change in
8behaviour is no longer surprising, since it corresponds to
two different kinds of emissions. However, only the SLS
makes the distinction between the two emission channels
while the RE analysis blurries the picture by treating the
two kinds of photons as being of the same sort because
they belong to the same mode (but have different coher-
ence properties).
V. “IGNITION” OF STIMULATED EMISSION
The central point in the explanation of the experimen-
tal observations, and the main difference between the nu-
merical integration of the REs and of the SLS, is the
start of stimulated emission and a correct, instantaneous
description of its amplification. REs provide useful in-
formation on the phase space structure and describe the
average stimulated emission, but fail to produce a satis-
factory temporal description of its evolution (cf. Fig. 3
and [35]).
A direct comparison between the average photon num-
ber predicted by the REs (solid line) and the total pho-
ton number (stimulated s plus spontaneous r) predicted
by the SLS (dashed line) is shown in Fig. 7 in double-
logarithmic scale as a function of normalized pump rate
C. The most immediate remark is that the agreement
between the two methods is excellent above threshold –
already from the upper third of the steeper part of the
curve –, while the two curves converge again only at very
low pump rates (left part of the C-axis). Instead, in the
intermediate, below-threshold region the REs predict a
larger average number of photons present in the laser.
The double-dashed–dotted line shows the sole contribu-
tion of the spontaneous emission (r variable, eq. (14))
computed by the SLS. Comparison of the total photon
number (dashed line) to the spontaneous one (double-
dashed–dotted line) shows that the contribution of stim-
ulated emission remains negligible until C ≈ 0.98.
A crucial point in interpreting the laser response pre-
dicted by the REs rests in the correct interpretation of its
average photon number. While for the SLS two distinct
variables account for the number of photons present in
the lasing mode (r for the spontaneously emitted ones,
s for the those resulting from a stimulated process), the
REs make no such distinction: n represents the number
of photons on-axis without any consideration of their na-
ture (thus, indirectly, of their phase coherence, although
neither approach considers phase). As a consequence, the
lower branch of the s-shaped curve of Fig. 7 – sufficiently
far from the steep growth – is made up predominantly
of spontaneous photons (solid line). Similarly, the upper
branch represents for the largest part the average number
of stimulated photons. However, approaching threshold
from below and in the steeper parts of the curve connect-
ing the two main branches, the average photon number
〈n〉 is a mixture of spontaneous and stimulated photons
(solid line) with variable proportions depending on the
pump rate. In this sense, the RE picture matches the
FIG. 7: Average photon number emitted by a β = 10−4
laser, as a function of pump rate C (normalized to its thresh-
old value, eq. (10)), as computed with REs (solid, black on-
line) or through the SLS (dashed, red online – this trace
represents the total photon number emitted, i.e., (r + s), cf.
eqs. (13,14)). The double-dash–dotted line (green online) rep-
resents the number of spontaneous photons (r from eq. (14)).
Computation parameters: γ = 3 × 109s−1, Γc = 1011s−1.
description of threshold as a superposition (in average)
of spontaneous and stimulated photons. This descrip-
tion, however, holds only for the average quantities and
cannot account for the start of the amplification process.
Since the latter is central to the interpretation of the ob-
servations (Fig. 2), we focus the rest of this section on
the start of the stimulated process.
Stimulated emission typically occurs at a much faster
rate than its spontaneous counterpart and therefore is of-
ten considered as being “instantaneous”. However, when
considering the ignition of stimulated emission, starting
from an initial photon present in the lasing mode, a re-
alistic picture requires an explicit account of the time
needed for this process to occur. In other words, we
need to describe the mechanism – and find a way of re-
producing it numerically – which starts populating the
s variable in the SLS (eq. (13)), subsequently amplified
by Es = βγsMτ , where τ is the time interval over which
the probabilities are computed in the SLS scheme.
An estimate of the rate of stimulated emission requires
the computation of the transition probability in terms of
Fermi’s golden rule [66], taking into account the semicon-
ductor bands and the electromagnetic cavity’s density of
states as a function of frequency. This computation, labo-
rious and requiring suitable approximations, is explicitly
done in [29] (in particular in Chapter 4 and Appendix 6)
delivering a simplified and very practical form for quan-
titative estimates:
Rst = vggN . (20)
Here vg stands for the group velocity, g for the gain and
9N for the number of photons present in the mode. The
specific case of VCSELs operating at λ = 980nm is con-
sidered in [29].
Quantitative estimates of Rst, necessary for the nu-
merical computations, require detailed knowledge of the
structure of the device – an impossible task with a com-
mercial device. Proceeding with some judicious choices
based on the detailed information offered in [29], we can
arrive at vg ≈ 3× 108ms−1 and g ≈ 3× 105m−1 for the
injection current interval corresponding to the start of
stimulated emission, thus obtaining
Rst ≈ 9× 1013s−1 , (21)
where we have used N = 1, since it matches the ig-
nition of stimulated emission starting from one sponta-
neous photon in the lasing mode. For a time increment τ
the probability of obtaining a stimulated emission event,
in the presence of one spontaneous photon in the lasing
mode, is therefore P(τ) = τRst which for the value of τ
typically used in the SLS simulations, in the threshold
region, corresponds to P ≈ 0.18. While the analytical
procedure of [29] is entirely valid, the numerical estimate
of P has to be taken with some precaution, because of
the above considerations. We can nonetheless consider it
as a good starting point for our conceptual analysis.
This reasoning explains the use of the ssp term in
eqs. (13,14) which initiates the population of the s-class
(stimulated photons): when sq = 0 and rq > 0, then one
photon is removed from the r-class (spontaneous pho-
tons) and is promoted to the s-class with (Poissonian)
probability P(τ) × r. This scheme allows for an accept-
able reproduction of the physical process which starts
populating the s-class which would otherwise remain for-
ever unpopulated (for s = 0) since the stimulated pro-
cess, Es ∝ s, requires s > 0 in order to take place.
This construct is at the heart of the difference between
the RE and the SLS representation of laser operation
– in addition to the use of random processes and inte-
ger variables – and plays a crucial role not only at the
transition between incoherent and coherent emission, but
also in the pump rate range where lasing is not sustained
(even if 〈s〉 > 0). The average superposition of incoher-
ent and coherent photons, which characterizes the tran-
sition between the below threshold and above threshold
regimes of emission, is now consistently described with
two variables whose averages evolve according to the av-
erage physical processes as described by the differential
model (REs) but with temporal evolution dictated by the
randomness of the probabilistic realization of each kind
of event (pump, spontaneous or stimulated emission and
transmission through the output mirror).
As a last remark, we now discuss in more detail the
discrepancy between the predictions of the two meth-
ods below threshold. As explained above, the stimulated
emission ignition requires the simultaneous presence of
at least one spontaneous photon in the lasing mode and
the “positive” outcome for the stochastically–controlled
conversion of the spontaneous into a stimulated photon
(which later allows Es, eqs. (12,13), to take over) in the
time interval τ . As explained in [30] additivity for the
probability distributions requires small arguments, thus
low probability for conversion in the single time step τ .
It is therefore plausible that the average contribution of
the stimulated photons be small below threshold, and
that it should remain that way until close to the tran-
sition. It is indeed the essence of a (“phase”) transition
to abruptly allow the buildup of the conditions which
realize the change in state. This explains why the SLS
predicts a smaller photon average (but with much larger
fluctuations!, cf. Fig. 3) than the REs, which ignore the
conversion efficiency.
The degree of quantitative reliability of the SLS pre-
dictions is a point which requires additional investiga-
tion. The previous considerations based on the stimu-
lated emission rate, Rst, well-known from the literature,
are certainly physically meaningful and are capable of re-
producing experimental observations (cf. Figs. 2 and 3a)
which cannot be predicted by the REs (Fig. 3b). In ad-
dition, the sharp change in the proportion of (average)
stimulated vs. spontaneous photons at C ≈ 0.98 matches
the observations which come from the stability and eigen-
vector analysis (section IV). The aspect which requires
a closer look is whether the quantitative ratios of aver-
age stimulated and spontaneous photons predicted by the
SLS, as a function of pump, are realistic or need improve-
ment in the estimates of the stimulated emission rate. In
the RE approach, however, these considerations are not
taken into account, thus leading to the mixing of the two
kinds of photons, since the stimulated ones are supposed
to be converted with probability 1 in all cases.
The failure of REs to correctly describe the dynam-
ics can be ascribed precisely to the assignment of per-
fect and instantaneous conversion of all spontaneous pho-
tons coupled into the on-axis mode into stimulated pho-
tons. This hypothesis is, one the one hand, physically
unrealistic since it contradicts the Fermi golden rule [66]
on timescales which are physically relevant, and, on the
other hand, removes the physical mechanism for the occa-
sional (i.e., stochastically–induced) accumulation of ex-
cess population inversion, responsible for the buildup of
spontaneous photon bursts. This answers the question
asked in section III A concerning the origin of the spon-
taneous photon bursts: the partial conversion and the
stochastic delays lead to accumulation of energy into the
carriers, with the consequent release of photon bursts.
At the same time, the correctness of the global phys-
ical description of the REs (valid also for the SLS) is
reflected by the possibility of correctly describing self-
pulsing [62], with the reintroduction, “by hand”, of the
mechanism responsible for the accumulation of popula-
tion inversion [62].
An interesting consequence of the apparently minor,
but conceptually major, modification in the description
of stimulated emission introduced by the SLS concerns
the estimates of the β parameter from the shape of the
characteristic laser curves. One commonly accepted way
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is to estimate the jump in average number of emitted
photons between the lower and the upper branch. This
way, β−1 = 〈mupper −mlower〉 (m representing the total
photon number in the lasing mode), obtained by extrap-
olating the two branches and estimating the jump at the
threshold value. This estimate is, however, based on the
RE approach, which assigns probability 1 of conversion
to all spontaneous photons coupled into the lasing mode,
irrespective of the pump value. If deviations from this
representation prove to be sizeable, then the β–estimates
would also be affected.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Dynamical measurements of the photon emission in a
mesoscale (β = 10−4) laser at the onset of lasing show the
occurrence of large, spontaneous photon bursts, which
cannot be explained by Rate Equations (with Langevin
noise). Predictions based on the Stochastic Laser Simula-
tor are instead capable of accounting for the existence of
these bursts, based on the physical constraint that stim-
ulated emission – although characterized by a rate much
faster than spontaneous relaxations – is not an instanta-
neous process. The stochastically–induced delay in the
conversion of spontaneous into stimulated photons, with
the consequent accumulation of excess population inver-
sion, is responsible for the occasionally observed bursts of
emitted photons, which correspond to stochastic occur-
rences where the conversion has failed for a sufficiently
long time to generate the equivalent of a spontaneous
gain-switch.
We have examined the interpretation of the average
photon number in the laser, as predicted by the Laser
Rate Equations, exploring its limitations but also its
strengths. Their description is in fact closely linked to the
Stochastic Laser Simulator since it stems from the same
semi-classical representation of the radiation–matter in-
teraction. Thus, while the dynamical characteristics of
Rate-Equations-based predictions are incorrect, nonethe-
less, the topological features are well-captured by the
differential approach and fully explain the stochastically
predicted, and experimentally observed, dynamics. This
paper thus fully shows the need for including the role of
the finite stimulated emission rate in the transition from
the incoherent to the coherent lasing regime.
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